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InSTALLments
News you can use from the john c. hitt library
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clicking on HOLD in the library catalog. Or, see a staff member for assistance. Items will be
retrieved several times daily, and can be picked up at the Circulation Desk.
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5th Floor: Study area closed as work continues.
Restrooms: 1st & 2nd Floor (located near back of library) will close May 4th.
3rd Floor (located near back of library) closed until May 3rd.
4th Floor (located near back of library) NOW OPEN!

Special Collections & University Archives latest exhibit, “Recollections of a Cartoonist: The Glenn
“Marty” Stein Collection of Cartoon Art, 1955-2013,” features a selection of drawings, sketches,
political cartoons, and comic strips from the “Glenn “Marty” Stein Collection of Cartoon Art,
1955-2013.” Based on Stein’s unpublished manuscript, “Recollections of a Cartoonist: Creating in
Different World,” the exhibit includes examples of Stein’s work from the 1970s through 2008.
Stein, a Florida native, drew editorial cartoons from 1999 to 2008 for three Orlando area
publications, the Orlando Business Journal, The Apopka Chief, and the Spanish-language paper
La Prensa. Stein’s editorial cartoons tackled issues the nation and the world were debating at the
turn of the millennium, including immigration, civil rights, and political corruption – many of which
are still relevant today. In addition to political cartoons, Stein also created a number of gag cartoons and comic
strips, several of which are included in the exhibit. In 2009, Stein gave up cartooning to focus on writing and lecturing
about polar history.
The exhibit will be on display through July 2017, in the John C. Hitt Library, 5th Floor
Exhibit area adjacent to Special Collections & University Archives

The UCF Libraries added 6 SAGE Collections from Technology Fee Awards in 2016! All six collections will allow students and
researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of essential SAGE curriculum, research videos, cases, datasets, book
and reference content; and all from one source. These contents cover a wide variety of disciplines in which UCF teaches and
conducts research.
4 SAGE Video: Counseling & Psychotherapy
1 SRM Cases
2 SRM Datasets
3 SRM Video

5 SAGE Business Cases

6 SAGE Knowledge 2014 Books & Reference Supplement

http://guides.ucf.edu/databases
Comments? E-mail the editor: libnews@ucf.edu
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